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“COUPLEPRENEURS” ON LOVE, 

WORKPLACE DATING AND THE #METOO 

MOVEMENT 

Support and trust 

seem to be the two 

main benefits of 

working together or 

running a business 

together for start-up 

founders who are also life partners. Having someone 

who knows one’s work and all the efforts he or she 

put in helps to get back on track when things go 

wrong, something that happens often in a start-up. 

The better half will always know exactly what he or 

she is going through and can help strike a balance at 

both work and home. 

What comes handy for these “couplepreneurs” is 

understanding each other’s state of mind and acting 

accordingly. They are so comfortable handling each 

other’s mood swings as they know the work and life 

situations intimately. It also makes it easy to address 

each other in the best possible way during not-so-easy 

times. In today’s competitive digital world, we are 

susceptible to getting overwhelmed and feel under 

accomplished. Couplepreneurs thus feel that having 

one’s life partner as a business partner makes it easier. 

Once, the person trusts the other, knows that they 

share the same progressive outlook for building a 

business, there seems to be nothing better than 

forging growth with the life partner. 

 

 

 

 

Message from Faculty Mentor:   

"Dear Reader, 

 

The seventeenth issue of UDYOGPATRA has 

been released. The members of UDDYOMI, E-

Cell of Calcutta Business School are thankful 

to all the readers for their valued support. 

 

As a part of the ongoing process and initiative, 

we had organised our QUIZ SERIES 16th on 

February 10, 2020. Ms. Bhenashree Neog and 

Ms.Nisha Gupta from Batch 2019-21 got 

the first and second position respectively. 

 

On behalf of UDDYOMI, E-Cell of Calcutta 

Business School, I congratulate both of them. 

Looking forward to more participation in 

making the Quiz and UDYOGPATRA a great 

success. 

 

Hope you will enjoy reading.” 

             Dr. Pinaki Ranjan Bhattacharyya                  

Associate Professor – Marketing and    

Faculty in-Charge, E-Cell 
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GOVERNMENT DEFERS TAX ON ESOPS BY 

5 YEARS: WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR THE 

STARTUP COMMUNITY 

The union budget 2020-21, 

presented on February 1, 

brought in a series of 

incentives for start-ups in 

India. Announcements such 

as the proposal to set up an 

investment clearance cell, relaxation of taxes levied on 

esops and fresh tax cut for start-ups with a turnover 

of INR 100 crore, among others were welcomed by all 

stakeholders of the community, including 

entrepreneurs and investors. To ease the burden of 

taxation on start-up employees, finance minister 

Nirmala Sitharaman proposed deferring the tax 

payment on employee stock ownership plans (esops) by 

5 years, or until they leave the company, or when they 

sell their shares – whichever is earliest. The 

announcement has sparked mixed reactions among 

start-up founders, with many calling the move as a 

half-hearted attempt from the government. 

UBER INDIA BRINGS ADS ON CARS TO 

HELP DRIVERS BOOST INCOME 

After reducing the 

incentives for driver-

partners in the past few 

months, Uber has been 

incorporating other 

ways to help drivers 

supplement their 

incomes from driving. Besides the new tipping feature 

in India, the cab aggregator has now enabled drivers 

to carry advertisements of other brands on cars to 

increase income opportunities. 

Uber has introduced the out-of-home (OOH) 

advertising concept in partnership with advertising 

agency CASHurDrive Marketing. In this tie-up, 

CASHurDrive will place advertisements on the outside 

part of the car as body wraps or will place 

advertisements inside them. As of now, ads are being 

rolled out in 30 cities across India. While Uber says 

ads will help driver-partners increase their earnings, 

the company did not furnish details about the rates of 

pay-out per advertisement. Uber India’s head of 

central operations Pavan Vaish said “Drivers are pivotal 

to Uber’s success and the company will add new ways 

to enhance earnings for them in the future. The 

partnership with CASHurDrive will help drivers with an 

additional source of revenue. We hope our driver-

partners will utilise this opportunity and benefit from 

it,” he added. 

THE TOP 10 START-UPS FROM COHORT 

1.0 TOGETHER RECORDED A REVENUE 

GROWTH OF 450% 

The top 10 start-ups 

from Cohort 1.0 

together recorded a 

revenue growth of 

450%. 

On the occasion of the 

completion of one year 

of Assam start up – the Nest, the incubation centre 

organized a ‘Stakeholders Meet 2020’ at Ambari on 

Wednesday. The Nest has so far initiated a start-up 

movement and a culture of entrepreneurship in Assam. 

Addressing the Cohort 1.0 entrepreneurs and Cohort 

2.0 incubates, Assam Industries and Commerce 

Minister Chandra Mohan Patowary said that the 21st 

century will be entirely IT-enabled and dominated by 

Artificial Intelligence and Start-ups. The state 

government stated since the inception, The Nest has 

been able to generate great enthusiasm among the 

people. As many as 1047 applications were received for 

the first incubation batch out of which 50 start-ups 

were finally selected for incubation run in a 6-month 

Cohort mode. 

Incubation at the Nest helped the start-ups record 
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remarkable growth. The top 10 start-ups from Cohort 

1.0 together recorded a revenue growth of 450%. The 

total revenue generated by the start-ups in these 6 

months is Rs. 11 crores. The total fundraised is Rs. 5 

crore and 3,20,620 lives got impacted with creation of 

1,690 direct and 40,078 indirect employment 

opportunities. The start-up incubator has selected 26 

start-ups for Cohort 2.0. 

Five start-ups from Cohort 1.0 who had applied for 

financial benefits under the My Assam Startup ID 

(MASI) have been thoroughly evaluated and found 

eligible for the benefits under the Assam start up 

Policy, 2017. Little Machines Private Limited, Parking 

Rhino, Online Services Private Limited, Automovill 

Technologies Private Limited, Stackcell Realty 

technologies Private Limited (NHomes) and Olatus 

Private Limited have been sanctioned the monetary 

incentives. 

LOW LITERACY RATE LEADS TO LOWER 

ENTREPRENEURIAL ACTIVITY: 

ECONOMIC SURVEY 2020 

Citing the World Bank’s 

Data on 

Entrepreneurship in the 

Economic Survey 2020, 

the government on Friday 

confirmed that India 

stands at the third position in number of new firms 

created. It also highlighted that new firms creation in 

the services sector was higher than in manufacturing, 

infrastructure and agriculture. Ending the chapter of 

‘Entrepreneurship and Wealth Creation at the 

Grassroots’, the survey provides certain polity 

implications for fast-tracking entrepreneurship and 

local wealth creation. “Despite being the 3rd largest 

ecosystem for entrepreneurship in the world, India 

appears to have lower rates of formal 

entrepreneurship on a per-capita basis when compared 

to other countries,” it said. Among the foremost 

measures to increase entrepreneurial activity and local 

wealth creation is increasing literacy levels in schools 

and colleges. The survey also suggests that the 

government could explore the idea of “privatization of 

education to augment education capacity at all levels 

of education”. The chapter had earlier pointed out that 

India’s eastern part has the lowest literacy rate of 

about 59.6 per cent according to the census of 2011. 

“This is also the region in which formal entrepreneurial 

activity is the lowest,” it read. The next point in the 

list of increasing entrepreneurial activity involves 

increasing access to local markets by improving 

connectivity of villages using tar roads. However, it 

also says that increasing the access to local markets 

might create other opportunities which might 

discourage entrepreneurship. “Hence investments in 

infrastructure especially those undertaken to increase 

entrepreneurial activity should be weighed against how 

improved infrastructure creates other kinds of 

opportunities that might be consequential to a 

district’s GDDP,” it read. 
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Contact Address: 

E-Cell Team - UDDYOMI 

Calcutta Business School 

Diamond Harbour Road, Kolkata, West Bengal 743503 

Phone: (033)24205200 

Email: e-cellcbs2018-2021@calcuttabusinessschool.org 

 

TEAM  UDDYOMI 

Ayushi Pani , Ahana Barh ,Kanchan Sharma Vishal Aaditya Kundu , Sanidul Islam , Avik Ghosh , 

Quamar Azam , Tupsy Dey, Sumeet Agarwal , Vijaylakshmi Agarwal , Souvik Roy Chowdhury , Nikita 

Ranjan ,  Subhalaxmi Nath , Oindrila Dasgupta , Anshu Kumar , Homa Firdaus , Sourodeep Rudra 


